Characters Setting Problem Solution Sort
summary chart - primary - in black. i then go back and ask the children to pick out the parts of the story
that are the characters, setting, problem and solution. we underline those parts in the colors that correspond
to the chart. later in the year, once the students are very proﬁcient at telling a summary, we will begin to write
it individually and underline with color. a retelling has characters setting events in order problem ... ©thecurriculumcorner retelling is telling a story in your own words. characters setting events in order problem
and solution a retelling has characters setting plot - the curriculum corner 123 - characters setting plot
(problem, events, solution) point of view ©thecurriculumcorner what are the events in the story? what is the
problem and solution? characters setting plot point of view who is in the story. where does the story take
place? who is telling the story? comprehension - florida state university - 3. thinks about the characters,
setting, problem, important events, solution to the problem, and conclusion. 4. writes a retelling of the story on
the student sheet. 5. teacher evaluation extensions and adaptations write a retelling of the story in 20 words
or less on the back of the student sheet. fairy tale printable pack - this reading mama - characters setting
problem solution fairy tale features other features-good and bad characters-poor characters-rich charactersroyalty-odd characters like witches, trolls, giants, small men, talking animals-in nature-forest, woods, meadow,
etc.-a long time ago-in or near a castle-the number 3 or 7 appears-magic-usually a problem for the good the
five elements of fiction: story chart - c. how do the interactions of the characters heighten the tension of
the conflict that exists? d. what external impulses heighten the conflict – weather, war, summer break,
separation, sickness, etc? 2. how is the main problem solved? a. how are the protagonist’s obstacles finally
overcome? b. 1st–2nd grade - lakeshorelearning - elements (characters, setting, problem and
solution/conclusion) as common features of most chapter books. (students can also work in groups or pairs to
search the text closely for answers.) 5. encourage volunteers to provide examples from the book or offer
specific details from the story that give clues to support their answers. making writing fun - state character, problem, and setting, but their ideas for how the story progresses will be different. alternatively,
choose one of the elements, such as a set of random characters, for the whole class. additionally, you can
group students and have each group select elements from the grab bags to use in individual stories.
problem/solution explicit comprehension lesson second grade - finding the problem and the solution in
a story can help you be a better reader. good readers know the problem and the solution to a story. they know
that the characters in the story have a problem. trying to figure out what the problem is and what the
character does to solve the problem will help you understand and remember a story better. story map 2 sacred heart school - booval - setting: characters: problem: event1 event2 event3 event4 solution: story
map 1 . story map 2 . story map characters – who setting – when & where problem event event ... keep a list of
characters in the story/novel and use the character trait list to describe each one. circle the page and the
paragraph that proves these characters have the ...
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